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Abstract
Background: women have been exposed to growing symptoms of depression by urban life as well as endangering their mental
health. Researches show that the effect of landscape components can be virtually seen in films and images. However, the main
point is to rank the effectiveness of components in providing an appropriate virtual environment for women`s health. Tehran has
gardens where effective components on mental health are hidden. These gardens are suitable samples for evaluating landscape
architecture components from users’ views, especially women in virtual environment.
Methods: This research introduced the effective components on mental health based on universal research. By determining these
components in the gardens of Tehran, we assessed their effectiveness in six selected qualified spots of public gardens in Tehran
with multimedia questionnaires in virtual space from 300 women who went to garden in three completely similar areas from 8
A.M to 12 A.M. The method of this research was set in the category of Structured Analysis research with Generalized Least
Squares tested via by a software AMOS version 24.
Results: A significant positive association existed between the details of the gardens and their direct impact on the reduction of
depression symptoms (CR>0.7, RMSEA: 0.025, P=0.008, P<0.05). Geometry and color by potential effectiveness and sound,
material, water and vegetation were considered effective in women`s reactions to reduce depression symptoms.
Conclusion: Iranian gardens have the effective components based on health patterns. Pattern of public gardens in Tehran are
shown as an appropriate icon to have an effect on mental health of women in virtual environment to reduce depression symptoms.
Keywords: Depression, Symptoms, Women, Health, Landscape architecture, Garden components
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1. Introduction
Currently, the world is faced with pandemic diseases;
therefore, the mental health of citizens can control
their spiritual conditions, their functions and reduce
the occurrence probability of other problems such as
depression. In this case, three chains of technology,
called virtual space, health components in the city,
depression symptoms and their way of connections
with the cities as well as their effectiveness are the best
solutions. Depression changes the biological indexes
and causes special physical symptoms such as heart
and lung diseases, weight loss or weight gain, heart
rate change (1), blood pressure and cortisol level that
change the brown part of brain as well as its structure
and function (2-4); also, by through hereditary
features which are transferred by the mother to the
child, they will transfer the conclusive changes to
other generations as well (5). There is a meaningful
relationship among stress, anxiety, and depression,

the stressor stimuli of the environment will increase
depression. Before the pandemic, based on the published
statistics of WHO, the damages in Iran, depression will
be the third universal and pandemic disease. (6, 7) It has
been announced as the third mental problem in the
country. (8-10)
Currently, depression symptoms are increasing in
cities, and biological indexes, as architectural elements
can determine the mental and physical health of
each space in favour of urban mental health by use
of behavioural and cognitive actions (10). Therefore,
studying the influential components of the city and
their type in utilizing the virtual elements, particularly
for the women`s health and pregnant ones exposed to
the danger of depression symptoms can present an
appropriate solution towards the mental health of the
society. (11-13)
Having access to a common pattern among
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psychologists, architects, and the medical society has
defined the environment components as an improving
or positive stimulus to reduce the depression symptoms.
Studying concentration restorative theory and stress
reduction theory, salutogenic, (14) effectiveness
place of architectural components reveals the role of
landscape architecture in city as a health chain. Field
study, regarding the identification scope of influential
landscape architecture components in public place,
particularly gardens as an adjunctive environment in
the main body of the city can reduce the stimuli effects
of depression symptoms. On the other hand, it seems
that virtual space can reduce the stimuli effects in the
environment through its impact on women’s reactions.
To receive the women`s reaction toward depression
symptoms and the effectiveness type of environment
components in cyber space is temporary and
will construct or change the components in the
environment in different time intervals. Therefore,
research should not only be done distinctively on

genders, but it should also coordinate the biological
needs of men and women to find an environment
and meet the both requirement. The current research
is the second and third part of a PHD dissertation
which seeks to determine the effectiveness of landscape
architecture components. By collecting information,
effective environmental components on women`s
depression symptoms were studied and in the cities,
it has determined the components and some selected
areas in Tehran as a sample. In this case, by a pictorial
questionnaire, films and images, women were asked
some questions about the component effectiveness. At
last, by determining the type of landscape component
effectiveness, we determined the features of elements
for improving the environment by use of virtual reality
to define a healing period in the laboratory (11). This
experiment was held between April and July, which
the researchers believe that it is a good time to reduce
the depressive symptoms. Figure 1 Theoretical model
of study Depression is a condition causing sorrow and
helplessness for a long time, involving the body, temper,

Figure 1: Theoretical model of study
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and thought and changing the natural function of the
individual (12, 13). One out of three people experience
depression at a certain period during their life time.
Depression can be mild, moderate, and severe. Some
symptoms are sleeping disorder, sorrow, lack of
concentration, inactivity, and lack of energy (2, 15-22).

studies with physiological and psychological effect
on natural environment, exploiting virtual reality,
rebuilding daily experiences of people, watching films
and images, providing native software for getting
reactions, and finally receiving individual report in
different studies.

Studies have shown that depression ranges from
13.1 to 75.3% among women and from 7.6 to 67%
among men. This indicates that women are more
vulnerable than men; in fact, they are exposed to
depressive and anxious disorders 50 to 60% percent
more than men (13, 15, 16, 23) Depression symptoms
in many epidemiological studies are related to stressor
events in life, misbehavior in childhood, disease
background, and environment because environment
perception defines the human behavioral function as
environmental elements and individual features (21).
In salutogenic theory, inside and outside environment
which acts as a mental stimulus, and based on stress
reduction theory of Ulrich and restorative theory (22)
positive health results by supporting garden emphasizes
to reduce stressor factors and the feeling of dominance
in the environment as well as improving the depression
symptoms. By inspecting the research of Bernosqwick,
VanDenBerg, Berlaien, Nackmerd, fuji, Lumen, Hartig,
Kendall, Ulrich, Bowler, Buyung-Ali, Knight, Pullin,
Berman, Alizadeh, Mansouri, Ashouri, Ibrahim
Zadeh, and Ebadi in this filed, it can be perceived that
city environments with landscape architecture can take
over people`s reactions in the environment, provide
an environment along with improving depression
symptoms considering the effectiveness of mental
objects of users. (21)

Gardens are spaces which can be applied as the goal
of this research. Gardens can increase the physical
and mental state of people based on the theory of
supportive garden to discover the people`s capability
toward light physical activities, movement and reduce
the depression. (2, 28-39)
Healing environments meet the biological needs of
people in healing mental disorders in face of gardens. (4043). These components can include health features in two
categories: natural and man-made. However, gardens are
considered restorative with dense trees and the geometry
by organizing the elements in gardens in partial and
total scope which organize the stimuli as a unique
design legible with geometric form with less tension
(43). Vegetation cover density between 1.7 to 24%of area
reduces the stressor stimuli of the environment and more
than 24%removes the stress, improves the concentration
effect Horticulture. (39, 44, 45)

Landscape based on stress reduction, restorative
theory of Ulrich and concentration restoration of
Kaplan and Kaplan, diathesis stress model, restorative
theory, cognitive potentials, and walking in the urban
environment are considered as a promoting spatial
framework of physical, spiritual, and social environment
(24). The main part of the healing purposes landscape
architecture (25), anxiety and depression symptoms do
not necessarily have activity in landscape but also it can
be possible by observing the landscape (26, 27).

Broadleaf vegetation with moderate density reduces
depression symptoms up to 90%. Human’s brain has
shown more sensitivity towards fallible trees. Tall
trees and more simple species are more acceptable.
(46) Fragrance further produces Endorphin, reduces
heartbeat, relaxes the muscles, and increases the
concentration. (45) For instance, the smell of wood is
a sensory stimulus reducing the stress and according
to Iranian psychologists, honeysuckle, wallflower,
violets, willow, pine trees and stain, are effective in
improving depression symptoms. Along with studying
green spaces in public places, supplying maximum area
covered with water space will be conducive to mental
wellbeing (11, 47-49). To supply maximum one third
of water area on complex and the presence of water
variety can be a stimulus for women`s activity in the
environment or even the happy element of women.
(Iranian psychologists` interview 2017)

From 2000 to 2018, researchers have indicated that
landscape architecture significantly increases mental
health and satisfaction, reduces the disease symptoms,
changes one’s self-confidence, and eventually decreases
the effect of stressor stimuli. These findings have been
obtained through environmental tests, using short and
long term interventions, empirical and non-empirical

Organic materials, light, sound, and color
are architectural and health factors considered as
appropriate stimulus in reducing depression symptoms.
Using opaque color materials with no gazing and
yellow can approach the environment to an improving
one. The presence of natural light and also (11, 50)
maximum and minimum sound in the environment
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Table 1: landscape architecture components
Effective environmental Preventing disease symptoms in
landscape architecture biological reactions
components
Geometric features
Controlling Mental restoration

Building materials

Smell

Sound

Color

Water

Natural light

Vegetation Density

The features which should exist in the
environment

Round elements and funny curved lines
Diagonal and angular arrangements can
be a threat
Totality in details
Geometric forms and design legibility
Simple spatial patterns
Symmetrical objects
Creating Axes, pulling for movement
neuroscience
no gazing
Having suitable organic materials in a
proper place ( this case was studies in
hospitals )
Muscles relaxation
Borage, Saffron, lavender , silk flower tree,
Concentration increase
honeysuckle, wallflower, violets, willow,
Producing endorphin
pine trees, restorative environment of
Heart rate decrease
forests, the smell of wood
Changing social behavior
Iran standard environment 55Db
Physiological disorders
Sound of birds, water sounds perception
Stress, blood pressure, heart beat, Reducing negative perception by plants
respiration
Anxiety, headache, mental
function disorders
Positive results of warmer colors with longer wavelength compared with cold
colors
Spatial recognition and familiarity with the environment, yellow, appropriate
color for depressive patients
Appropriate stimulus for
Water dynasty presence in complex
depression
Doubling the effects of green
space
Depressive symptoms ameliorator Sunlight treatment and the effects of antiStress reduction
depression
Melatonin production
The effect of at least three weeks’
Daily biological rhythm in human`s treatment
body
Morning sunlight has double effect on
depression
Reduction of the symptoms of
Good state in places with over 33% of
depression, anxiety of mental
green space
illness
The Positive Role of Looking at natural
Concentration restoration recovery landscapes
Reduction of people’s anger
Vegetation density of 1.7 to 24%: stress
Treatment of mental illness
reduction
Increasing activity and mental
Over 24% complete recovery of stress
health recovery
The effect of medium density of plants on
Direct restorative features: effects stress reduction
of parks with plant species
Influence of high plant density on
concentration
Increased susceptibility of the human
brain to deciduous trees
More acceptance of trees than the shrubs
Acceptable height of trees 10 to 30 meters
Simpler species of tall trees

Experiments
Kaplans,
Mc Gooy
Gestalt psychologists,
Betchel, Makin

Neuroscience researches

Saki,
Iranian smell psychologists
Mazoch and Stephen,
Chapman
Boer and Shroten by
Alimohammadi
Irvaneh
Cook, Eston ,Lingwood,
Parsonez group,Ulrich
Mc Karen and Morton
Barton
Ulrich, Basinger theory

Mass
Berman, Barton, Hine &
Pertty, Mass and Roe and
Aspinal,
Van den Bosch
Hansmann, Hug, &Seeland
Nutsford

Ref: (17)

with psychological comfort up to 50 decibel improves
the depression symptoms. The components defined in
Table 1 affect the depression symptoms well; however,
the effectiveness is changeable based on cultural and
climate features and folk elements. In different studies,
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)

adding the spring sound reduces comprehended sound
of environment (51, 52) and adding the sound of birds
causes a tremendous joy in space. Gulburn and Ali
(2013) considered the sound of water effectiveness
below 3 decibels along with the presence of plants to get
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negative noise. In long term, by exposure to green and
blue spaces, (11, 51) water sound in motion axis, creates
silence in some spots, fountains, ponds and experiences
the skin touched water to gain peace.
Iranian gardens, by applying eyesight, hearing,
smell, and tactile sense for perceiving the surrounding
environment, locate individuals in an environment
without any tension or stressful pressure and provide
a healthy landscape. Using Qajar garden patterns in
in Tehran can provide an opportunity for effective
components on citizen`s health in contemporary urban
landscape (11). Precise pattern of Iranian gardens,
movement Axes, presence of water as an emotional
indicator, gardens bordering in perspectives and
purposefulness at the end of each main road, tree
arrangements, shrubs and flowers in Tehran gardens
(11, 52), all have completely influenced people`s
receptors (11, 53). They will have a great contribution
to reduce depression symptoms as a positive
environmental stimulus. The gardens of Tehran have
been an appropriate icon for measuring the questions
by creating safety feeling among women and visual
meaning limits.
2. Methods
The method of this research was set in the category
of Structured Analysis research with Generalized Least
Squares. We randomly selected six spots with eligible
gardens and asked 300 female participants (20 to 45
years of age) in Tehran who had gone to the gardens
(women were not menstruated during this project) to
talk about their reactions in the determined spots at
the moment or during a period of time using a threepart questionnaire. The study lasted from April to July
2018 and was re-examined in a course of adjunctive
treatment by virtual reality in 2019.
Three similar places were determined to respond and
refer to the digital questionnaire. Based on diathesis, the
effect of stress and anxiety stimuli in the environment
on depression symptoms was studied by an individual
questionnaire (5 questions), DASS-21(21 questions)
and component – built questionnaire, including film,
image, and sounds (30 questions). The selected spaces
were shown by virtual reality films and 360 view
pictures. The pictures had markers, easily moving the
views. The films were captured in a direction by 0.2
m/s speed and the individuals were able to turn their
heads 360 degrees. The questions concerned the senses
and were able to reduce the stressors by moving and
viewing the perspectives.
46

The questionnaires were handed in these three parts
to examinees on the internet. Some questionnaires
were basically designed to promote a good mood,
inspired a peaceful environment, and improved the
movement and temporal features of depressed people.
By confirmatory structured analysis, Generalized
Least Squares (GLS) provided a model matched with
effectiveness of each component on anxiety, depression,
and stress symptoms, tested by a software AMOS
version 24 (Analysis of moment structures). Amos
is a powerful structural equation modeling software
helping support the complicated models with different
variables by extending the standard multivariate
analysis methods, including regression, factor analysis,
correlation, and analysis of variance. The model mainly
includes variables and the relationships between them.
(Direct and potential effects) (P is less than 0.05) Thus,
the effectiveness of components can be studied in two
forms, namely direct effect and potential effect. Each
effective environmental component of landscape
architecture except light was precise based on users’ /
views. This experimental sample was special for Tehran
and its gardens which were accessible for everyone as a
public place. Of course, matching features of gardens
in Tehran with the features inserted in other studies
justifies their generalizability for use in other spaces.
Confirmatory Structured Analysis and Generalized
Least Squares
Structured model is able to test theories in the form
of between-variable equations. (55) Generalized Least
Squares (GLS) is a solution for estimating a linear
equation with disruptive sentences that are not wellbehaved (Figure 2).
3. Results
Determining the model. Validity and Evaluation
The conceptual model of the current research was
determined based on two environmental indexes
of landscape and effective indexes on depression
symptoms among women (Figure 3) in the model;
there is no self-correlation between structures and
parameters. The more the variance, the less the error
will be, and the evaluation of the model is reported
more appropriately. The table indicates three least
numbers related to three indexes with acceptable
intervals. The flashes coming out of the variable are
external variables, and those which enter a variable
are called internal. A, Z, Q, are the signs of questions
and e is the sign of terms error in the model. The
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)
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Figure 2: Concept Model of this Research

Figure 3: Model with standardized coefficients

numbers on one-way flashes indicate the regression
coefficients among variables and the numbers of
two-way flashes indicate co-variance amount among
internal variables.
In Figure 3 and Table 2, standardized regression
coefficient is shown. In this model. The greater the
coefficients are; the more effectiveness level will be.
Plus, sign signifies direct effect and minus sign signifies
potential effect. Confidence interval is 90% for P)
because P-value is equal to 0.008, the null hypothesis
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)

is rejected at the significance level of 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01
(and RMASE is 0.025.
-Stability and admissibility of the research tools
After providing the introductory questionnaire,
four experts who confirmed the content and formal
admissibility modified writing style and videos
professionally. After completing the questionnaire,
stability of the tools and the model were studied showing
that structure stability had been used. Answering
maximum time was 20 minutes. Geometry questions
47
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Table 2: Model evaluation
Measurement criterion
Chi-Square

Statistical amount
916,491

Freedom degree
816

Comparison criterion Evaluation status
The freedom degree of the model is
appropriate
RMSEA
0.025
<0.07
Confirms the model.
PCFI
0.668
>0.5
Confirms the model.
CFI
0.739
It is negligible.
GFI
0.786
0.9<
It is negligible.
AGFI
0.752
>0.8
It is negligible.
CMIN/DF
1.123
3>
Confirms the model.
This table shows on the results of model evaluation for figure 2. At least, values of 3 indicators have an acceptable range.

Table 3: determining admissibility and stability of model structures
CR
AVE

Expressed variances of the model by variables
Estimated value
S.E.
P
Geometry
0.73
0.58
0.14
0.05
0.006
Color
0.79
0.57
0.37
0.08
***
Material
0.72
0.56
0.46
0.07
***
Vegetation
0.78
0.67
0.13
0.03
***
Edge
0.65
0.68
0.55
0.01
0.004
Water
0.80
0.50
0.18
0.03
***
Sound
0.69
0.97
0.04
0.07
0.005
This table shows on the results of logistic reliability for significant variables based on Tables 2 and figure 1. S.E.: Standard Error

Table 4: Direct Effect of Environmental Components
Sound
Edge
Stress
10.81
0.25
Anxiety
3.083
0.022
Depression
8.88
0.18

Vegetation
0.19
0.11
0.03

were more time-consuming. Because Cronbach’s
alpha is a conventional criterion for determining
structure reliability, the Construct Reliability (CR)
of the compound structures should be more than
0.7. Reliability Factor Values should be meaningful
Standard Factor loading higher than 0.5 and, if possible,
more than 0. 7.(CR > AVE, AVE > 0.5). Based on the
Table 3, only sound and edges had no stability and
admissibility; they may have convergence admissibility
by changing the number of relevant questions.
The effect of landscape architecture components in
Iranian Gardens on Anxiety Depression and Stress are
shown in Table 4.
4. Discussion
The complexity of architectural components is
not hidden to anyone. Table 4 shows the impact of
environmental components on depression, stress, and
anxiety based on standardized regression coefficients.
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Water
3.724
1.18
3.05

Geometry
-16.06
-4.73
-12.866

Materials
3.80
1.20
3.21

Color
-0.05
-0.04
-0.25

Components were not only effective on depression
symptoms, anxiety, and stress, but also their effects
were seen in other components. According to stress
diathesis, stress and anxiety stimuli can cause depression
symptoms. Components were observed to affect these
three items, and at last, were studied after interpreting
the effectiveness level on depression symptoms. In
the current research, component effectiveness was
rated according to direct and potential effectiveness.
Some components have direct effects on reactions;
meanwhile, some of them have potential effects that
can be seen after a long time on the reactions or their
effect is seen in other component effects.
Numerical values of geometry gardens in Iran
and their effects on depression, stress, anxiety, and
its minus sign indicate the potential geometry of
Iranian gardens. Iranian gardens, with a simple
pattern, make the environment attractive and can
be a useful stimulus in women`s movement in space.
Self-expression of women about environmental array,
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)
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motion axis, and symmetry in the components of
gardens, subjective control and innovation, legibility,
space organization, better sensory perception and
consequently reduce environmental stimuli of stress
and increase visual security in vision corridors finally
tension move in complexes. Warmer colors with longer
wavelength with creating visual signs (path finding),
spatial recognition, and the feeling of familiarity have
a positive effect on the improving process of depression
symptoms specially women. Based on the correlation
of color with vegetation, materials and geometry in
high amounts, we found the effect of color in other
components. Color like geometry has a potential effect
which shows its effectiveness in the materials of the
facade. The correlation of colors and the geometry in
the environment with materials and vegetation can be
seen in yellow reflection in the bodies of gardens like the
color of brick in façade, colorful glasses, and mirrors
in the past architectural bodies of buildings in gardens
of Tehran and also in planting the flowers. Higher
wavelength colors are promising stimuli of appropriate
environment to reduce depression symptoms among
women.
Gestalt psychologists consider the responder
environment feature clear to lengthen the received
responses from the people in the environment. (Archia
quoted from Tabatabaeeian and Tamanayee, 1977,
Avance 2003, Stecher 2004). The researchers have
shown that natural elements increase the effectiveness
level of the environment on health. Light and nutrition
are critically involved in patients ‘health. Thus, it is
highly important to determine the light in images.
The depression level of women versus light therapy in
one month declined, their energy level boosted And
morning light has double effect on improving women’s
depression in winter (54).
Researchers such as Schweitzer, Gilpin, and
Frampton have stated the anti-depression effects of
sunlight during a three-week treatment. In this regard,
research imaging was done from the middle of April to
July 2018 from 8 to 11 A.M. (to use the advantages of
natural light for adjunctive treatment, light in the dome
sky of Tehran, 18000 Lux was determined by experts).
The reaction of women to sound in the environment
is quicker and high volume of sound shows the
change of women`s stress. The complex relationship
between sound and mental function indicated that
its inappropriate amount damaged mental function,
appeared stress, anxiety and depression symptoms
(11, 55, 56). Based on studies, expert opinions,
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)

interviews and studying the research result show on the
spot reactions of people receive direct effect from the
environmental sound (27, 11, 52). This research shows
that sound dealing with stress, anxiety and depression
has shown increasing number in the table with direct
and quick effectiveness in the experiment. 93%of the
participants paid a great deal of attention to the sound
of birds and water (2 to 5 dB) which was really relaxing.
The high co-efficiency correlation between sound and
geometry indicates the spatial geometry form influences
the sound spread. Greater amount in the form of plus
shows the direct effect on people’s stress, and showing
the reaction of people in virtual environment is
proposed. This amount will be evident and studied
in depression. Thus, loud and unpleasant sound can
appear in environmental stimuli in depression. Sunlight
exposure increases the tendency of virtual motion
alongside the gutters against standing Women tended
to move too much toward sunlight glittering in virtual
environment (when light goes through the leaves of
the trees). Moving alongside the gutters and curved
ponds of water was really pleasant for them. It seems
that the effective amounts of materials and the water
components, women’s movement in virtual reality
was directly influenced by these two components, has
encouraged people to be present and move in the space.
By studying the selected areas, supplying one third of
total water area and can stimulate women`s presence
to move in the environment. High co-efficiency
correlation among water, geometry and vegetation
indicates the direct effect of water on reducing
inappropriate elements of environment effectiveness.
These three elements have direct effectiveness on
depression symptoms. Hierarchy of water presence,
gutter appearance along the movement and ponds in
pause space makes women more interested in being
active in the space and the geometrical frame of
selection of women is understandable in ponds, curves
and geometrical shapes. To corroborate the effect of
materials, high correlation between materials and
color was effective on the effectiveness level; moreover,
in areas where yellow color was highlighted, women
were more excited, and they were deeply attracted to
walking along the turquoise ponds. In short and longterm studies, the positive correlation between green
space and mental health, green space is an effective
way to reduce depression symptom and produce
the adjunctive environment to reduce infection risk
of mental disease among women. The influential
vegetation of gardens in Tehran was up to 60% density
on women in an experiment. Women were more
interested in moving along mobile corridors in virtual
space. In movement corridors, vegetation was reported
49
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30 to 57% respectively. In the main corridors, flowers,
fallible trees with a height of 10 to15 meters, and shrubs
in visual cone were effective in women’s choice. In this
research, regarding women’s self-expression, choosing
the tree height had a direct relationship with their
visual security and stressor stimuli reduction. In all
selected gardens, according to people`s need, vegetation
of fallible trees has been considered in second
important level. Correlation between vegetation and
edges indicated the less effect of edges in comparison
with created freshness in the environment. (45, 46).
We can conclude that by interpreting women’s selfexpression, almost 78% of women believe that the edge
of trees, containing a major part of women’s visual
cone , reduced the visual security; however, the effect
of vegetation on reducing stress and anxiety of women
implied their lack of attention to the studied edges. Thus,
shrubs are less popular. Evergreen trees are categorized
in the second degree or next layer of plant selection.
Correlation between vegetation and sound showed
that the presence of plants was an effective factor for
the mental perception of sound effect. Vegetation effect
could be seen in the correlation and effectiveness of
other components. Concerning the edges and the effect
of shapes, it can be said that circular elements with an
effect on electrophysiological process, can be a positive
stimulus in spatial elements for women. Based on
individual reports, reaction toward curved edges were
mostly women’s interest. Although the reactions to
edges can convey stress, anxiety and depression, their
effectiveness is seen in spatial geometry. By studying
women`s choice in the research, the total geometry of
space was superior to each particle. Geometry of place
in addition to body is seen in perspectives. Illegibility
and disorganized signs, symptoms, and routes as
mentioned by Bechtel, create a vague space in the mind
of audience and necessity of spaces is not perceived
by the audience, hence the stress stimulus. In Kaplan
and Kaplan research, wide perspective, widening the
sight`s circle, captivation, coordination and alignment
of the environment with the person`s demand, the
environment reconstruction from MacGooy `s view
(1998), environmental coherence can reduce stressor.
These components parallelism can reduce mental
pressures. In the selected spaces, the more eligible and
simpler the geometry was, the more the women were
attracted to the environment, so those simpler spaces
were chosen for virtual movement. Correlations
higher than 0.5 in all components of the geometry,
the effect of geometry on the effectiveness level on
other components will Impact depression symptoms
(Figure 1).
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5. Conclusion
The aim of designing the adjunctive environment of
women`s health is to increase the process in reducing
the depression symptoms among women. Applying
landscape architecture components to the public
space of the city can reduce the effects of depression
symptoms in cities. The impact of environmental
components on depression, stress, and anxiety, based
on standardized regression coefficients, showed that
component effectiveness was rated in two parts of
direct and potential effectiveness. Some components
have effects on quick reactions while the effect of the
other components can be seen for a long time. Research
results showed that the virtual effect of public gardens
in Tehran, considering the natural light, affected the
total and partial geometry. In long term, the effects
of landscape environmental components can play
an important role in providing the virtual course
of adjunctive treatment to improve the depression
symptoms.
Living environment in urban and private space
can speed recovery process of those who are suffering
from depression. Healthcare, appropriate service of
individual culture, healthcare experts and at last,
an environment mixed with controlled landscape
architecture components and considering their
effectiveness on biological indexes will change urban
open space to somewhere suitable for improving
depression symptoms. It seems that the criteria of
mental health in the world and its footprint in public
gardens of Tehran as small yards in the city are
considered as a desired element to reduce depression
symptoms among women. Actually, they prepare the
urban space pattern for modeling by preserving health
and patients in an organized way.
Doing time-consuming experiments, daily
renovation of people`s experience, daily experience
sampling, by the existence of natural light, used
materials and water in the form of hierarchical gutters,
short fountains and ponds play an important role
to make women excited and stimulated. it is worth
mentioning that effectiveness geometry has long term
effect on user`s reactions compared to some designed
elements.
Geometry has been considered significant with
the help of its direct effect and potentiality and can be
seen in other elements as well as resulting in thorough
improvement. The geometry of Iranian gardens, 25%
vegetation pattern, the area of water procuring gutters
Women. Health. Bull. 2020; 7(3)
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in central part of movement, yellow bodies, 3 decibel
sound of birds and water, moving in a direct and
curved way, Effectiveness of two long and short term
surfaces, accurate direction in the route, applying tall
trees along the way and perspective to draw women`s
attention in sight way, security sense provision should
be considered in producing each body either urban or
space. Studying the number of women`s quick, long and
short term reactions, designs effectiveness by virtual
reality and applying procured pattern in simulations
or virtual reality can improve depression symptoms
among women.
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